SECURITY ISSUES & MEASURES
TO EMPOWER WOMEN
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Female population (2011)
India ----------- 586,469,294
Karnataka ---- 30,128,640
Chitradurga ---- 8,18,613

Female Literacy (2011)
India ----------- 65.50%
Karnataka ---- 68.13 %
Chitradurga ---- 84.45 %
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Positive Rising
India has world’s largest number of professionally qualified
women.
 India has largest population of working women in the world.
 India has more women doctors, surgeons, scientists, professors
than the United States.

 Indian women today are also singers, painters, beauty queens
and actors.
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CRIME AGAINST WOMEN
The semantic meaning of “ crime against women “ is direct
or indirect physical or mental cruelty. Crimes which are
directed specifically against women are characterized as crime
against women.
Violence is also known as abuse and include any sort of
physical aggression or misbehave.
When violence is committed at home it becomes domestic
violence and involves family members such as spouse, parents
or servants.
Domestic violence may involve different means such as
hitting, kicking, biting, showing, restraining, throwing objects.
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Violence in broad terms includes threats, sexual abuse, emotional
abuse, control & domineering, intimidation, stalking and economic
deprivation, rape, abduction, kidnapping and murder (criminal
violence)
Dowry death, wife bettering, sexual abuse, maltreatment of a
widow and for an elderly women (Domestic violence).

Eve-teasing, forcing wife/daughter-in-law to go for foeticide,
forcing a young widow to commit sati, etc (social violence)
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Factors Affecting
 Socioeconomics Anger– The strong emotion that you feel when you think someone
has behaved in an unfair, cruel or unacceptable way.
 Sadism--The tendency to derive pleasure, especially sexual
gratification, from inflicting pain, suffering, or humiliation on others.
 Sexual pleasure-- Obtained from receiving punishment (physical or
psychological) sadomasochism. sadism and masochism combined in
one person.
Psychopathy: A mental disorder in which an individual manifests
amoral and antisocial behavior,lack of ability to love or establish
meaningful personal relationships, extreme egocentricity, failure
to learn from experience, etc.
 Ethical standards- Principles that when followed, promote values
such as trust, good behaviour, fairness, and/or kindness.
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CAUSES
 Lack of values in Indian
There are a few reasons and are as follows.
Cinema and social media
Both these media are projecting films and advertisements that
contains nudity and vulgarity.
 Misuse of internet
There are millions of porn sites.
India ranks 2nd in watching porn over internet.
 Philosophy of patriarchy
 Dowry
 Liquor
Diverts mindset, lack of self control.
More than 75% accused of rapes are either family members,
relatives, friends or close associates.
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Legal protection for women
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Laws under the Indian Penal Code (IPC)
Section 376: Rape
Section 363-373 : Kidnapping & Abduction for specified purposes
Section 302/304B : Homicide for dowry deaths or attempts
Section 498A: Torture – both mental & physical
Section 294: Singing lewd songs directed at women in public spaces is
considered sexual harassment. (The offenders could be jailed up to 3 months or
be fined or both.)
Section 354: Assault or criminal force to woman with intent to outrage her
modesty. (shall be punished with imprisonment of either description for a term
which shall not be less than 5 years but which may extend to 7 years, and shall
also be liable to fine.
Section 354(A): Demanding Sexual favours despite indication of disinterest. (The
accused can either can face jail time ranging from 1-3 years or fine or both.
Section 354(B): Any man who assaults or uses criminal force to any woman or
abets such act with the intention of disrobing or compelling her to be naked,
shall be punished with imprisonment of either description for a term which shall
not be less than 3 years but which may extend to 7 years, and shall also be liable
to fine.
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Section 354(C) : Watching, capturing or sharing images of a woman
engaging in a private act without her consent is voyeurism &
punishable. (The man can face jail term ranging 1-3 years in addition
to fine. If the man is convicted the second time the he faces jail term
ranging 3-7 year along with fine.
Section 354(D) : Following someone with or without their knowledge
is stalking and is an act of sexual harassment. (The man can face jail
term ranging 3-5 years coupled with fine.
Section 499 : Morphing picture of a women & sharing them with an
intent to harass and defame her. (The punishment may include jail
time upto 2 years or fine or both.
Section 503 : If a women’s clear refusal to someone’s sexual
advances is met by threats to harm her physically or her reputation &
property. (The man can either face jail time of 2 years or fine or
both.)
Section 509 : Making sexually coloured remarks against a woman in
a public space and abusing a women with sexually coloured remarks
on social media. (The man can either face jail time of 3 years or fine.)12

Laws under Special and Local Law (SLL)
 The Dowry prohibition act 1961
 The Immoral Traffic (prevention ) act -1956
 The Indecent Representation (prohibition) act -1986

 The Protection of Children from Sexual Offences Act 2012(POCSO)
 Sexual Harassment of Women at Workplace Act 2013 :
 Any workplace with more than 10 employees should have an internal
complaint committee constituted.
 Your domestic help is also covered, your home is her workplace.
 A senior colleague demanding sexual favours in exchange for work benefits
promotions or salary hike is an act of sexual harassment.
 If an act of sexual harassment happens inside the transportation facility
provided by your workplace.
 IT Act section 67 : Posting any obscene or defamatory material on a public online

platform intending to harass a women. (The accused can face jail time of 2 years
coupled with a fine.)
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PREVENTION / REDUCTION OF THESE CRIMES
Installing the ethical values in & among the male gender.
Installation of CCTV cameras in public places.
Clean and safe public toilets for women.
Improved infrastructure, including pavements and street lights.
Improving the public transport system.
Restriction on liquor drinking in public places.
Increased police presence & more recruitment of women in police,
as well as gender-sensitization of the entire police force.
Deployment of uninformed as well as plain-clothes police personal
in public places.
Increased publicity of helpline numbers, accompanied by effective
& immediate readdresses of complaints of sexual harassment
received through the helpline.
Awareness campaigns regarding sexual harassment.
 Boys should respect women.
 Sisters should teach their younger brothers to respect women &
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girls.
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RECOMMENDATIONS FOR WOMEN
 Awareness about the rights & laws.
 Awareness about the immediate aid like usage of mobiles.
 Carrying the instruments that could save them at the time of
incidents like pepper sprays.
 Self defence training.
 Equal share of property rather than dowry.
 Trust your Instinct.
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How the molestation on the women could be stopped ?
Attitude to women must be changed.

The legal process of dealing with the crime must speed-up.
Men must be educated and ‘sensitised ‘ about women issues.
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Awareness for social media
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Remember, it’s very difficult to remove the viral content on Social
Media so it’s always better to be safe than sorry.

Social Media Crimes
Profile Hacking
Profile hacking happens when, as a user, you are not able to log in to
your account. Someone has complete control of your account and
has changed all the credentials. Facebook is the most hacked social
networking site and it generally happens because of the following
reasons:
Not logging out from the account
Sharing passwords or having passwords that are easily predicted
Hacking the email with which you login to your Facebook account
Logging in through Facebook options for apps
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How to avoid your profile from hacking on Facebook:
Ensure that your password is a mixture of words and special
characters.
Don’t have the same passwords for various social media
accounts.
Most girls try to have same password for all their social media
channels. They try to keep it simple so that they could
remember.
 Have multiple passwords for different accounts and try to use
password manager in order to remember them.
Log out every time you login from a device that is unfamiliar to
you or not in use.
Most case hacking takes place in this case, people tend to
update something funny so that people can make fun of you
creating an embarrassing scenario for you.
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Photo Morphing
Photo morphing is a special effect that allows a person to morph or
change one image or shape into another without any difficulty. As per
the 4th quadrant of 2017, there are roughly around 3.2 Billion images
shared every day. It is easy for a hacker to use your images, morph it and
then use it for porn sites or blackmailing for financial/sexual gains.
You can’t stop anyone from morphing. If your images are publicly
available, people can easily access them and make use of them to
morph. Every popular male and female celebrity are probably photoshopped and used by most porn sites to satisfy sexual fantasies. You
never know, when someone take your photographs and use them.
Tips to follow to be safe from photo morphing:
Facebook has strong privacy settings which protect your account and
things you share on it.
Don’t add strangers, people who are mutual friends (unless and until
you know them).
Identify fake profiles or pages that are sending you request or asking
you to follow them.
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Romance and Dating Scams
There are people out there who would connect to you on social media,
interact with you, and persuade you to move to a different form of
communication through various excuses. Once they realize that you are
falling for them, they would send you small gifts to show you that it’s same
on either side. After a point the romantic period would start declining and
they would start asking for monetary help in the form of recharge, booking
flight tickets to meet and the list only grows.
There are also extreme cases where a guy promises to marry the girl and
before the marriage runs away with all her money.
It is basically a trick/scam which would begin with romantic intensions to
build goodwill and later commit fraud.
The other form of romance scam is where the person who you fall in love
with will ask you to strip naked in front of cam. He is more likely to chat
with you on skype and you might be so much in love with the person
opposite that you wouldn’t mind doing him/her a favor. This is the last time
he/ she would chat with you and then you will start receiving blackmail
calls.
Many people try to take an offline scam to online where they record videos
of girls in compromising positions for porn sites.
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Tips to follow to be safe from Romance and Dating Scams:
Don’t accept friend requests from random people.
Don’t reply to messages to people who are not in your friend list.

Facebook generally warns people when they get messages from
people who are not in their friend list.
Do not chat with anyone and everyone especially someone you
don’t know.
If the fraudster is calling you to some place, alone to give you
something or asking you to go on a date then don’t go.
Don’t transfer your card or bank details with anybody at any cost.

If somebody is threatening you, report about it to the police.
Don’t strip or send your nudes through digital.
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How to identify if the profiles are genuine or fake?
A fake profile on Facebook will not use their genuine pictures
(Having said this there are people who takes photographs of other
genuine people as their profiles are public and use it to create a
fake profile)

They don’t have many friends.
Their profiles are just recently built.

Even if you make someone your friend, try to scroll their profile to
check their status updates and their experiences they share, if there
are not any – they are more likely to be fake.
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Cyber Bullying
Posting any kind of humiliating content on the social media or
sending vulgar messages online, or threatening to commit any act of

violence, or stalking by means of calls, messages or threatening of
child pornography is called as cyber bullying. There are many Indian
laws that can allow a woman to deal with this and with the help of
Indian police, you can sort this particular issue.
Tips to follow to stay safe from cyber bullying:
Approach the police when you are getting harassed online.
Do not sit idle as that would only make the bully think that you are

scared and won’t be of any harm to them.
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Social Media (whatsapp & Facebook) and women's safety
In recent times there have been a spate of incidents targeting
women with their safety being compromised.
As the world embraces a digital life where we are connected 24X7,
Internet has become our second life and mobile phones(whatsapp)
an extension of our personalities. For all practical purposes mobile
apps (whatsapp) have blurred the lines between what is personal,
social and professional
Due to lack of awareness, cybercrime victims, especially women, do
not come out in the open and register a complaint, and even if they
do, they are not taken seriously.
Lack of awareness and ignorance are the root cause
With nearly 14% of our population now on social media and this
number only likely to rise in the near future, the need to create
awareness has become more important than ever. It is more so for
women, as they are the most vulnerable group, only after children,
to fall prey to these crimes. The best way to be safe on social media
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is to have a basic understanding about it.

Being safe online (whatsapp & Facebook)
A few important steps that women should follow to ensure their
safety while enjoying an active social life online:

Say no to strangers:It is very important to know the person personally
before knowing him/her virtually. If you don’t say yes to strangers in
real life why allow them access to your social profiles.
Be very careful with your passwords : Do not share your passwords
with your friends, family members, etc. The risk of personal data
going out is even higher if you have a common password, which, in
turn, is shared with ‘near and dear ones’. Keep different passwords

for different accounts and, you could choose between not storing
them online or subscribing to a password manager or a digital vault.35

Customise your personal settings carefully: Turn off your location services
in the settings in all the devices you use and check for the same under the
privacy settings on all social media accounts as well. Potential abusers may
identify patterns from your posts and attack you based on the same.
Think before you share: You should be extremely careful about what you
post on social media as this may lead to people forming opinions about you
and could take an ugly turn.
Think before you forward : Take measures specially those which hurt
religious sentiments and women dignity.
Don’t follow trends blindly, be smart with them: Don’t hashtag anything
and everything you post on social media as it makes you visible on the
internet. Therefore, think before you hashtag!
Protect your mobile : Install anti-virus software to safeguard your devices.
Also, ensure that your browser, operating system and software are up to
date.
Remember to log off when you’re done: Last but not the least, try not to
be online 24x7.
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CONCLUSION
Neither Government nor the police can change everything .
An alert public can safeguard individual freedom.
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Chitradurga Police officers phone numbers
SL NO OFFICES/STATIONS
1
2
3
4
5
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

CONTROL ROOM
SP CHITRADURGA
ADDL SP CHITRADURGA
DYSP CHITRADURGA
DYSP CHALLAKERE
DYSP HIRIYUR
PI CHITRADURGA TOWN PS
CPI TOWN CHITRADURGA
CPI RURAL CHITRADURGA
CPI HOLALKERE
CPI HIRIYUR
CPI HOSADURGA
CPI CHALLAKERE
CPI MOLAKALMURU
CHILD HELPLINE NUMBER

TELPHONE
MOBILE NUMBER
NUMBER
08194-222782 9480803100
08194-222781 9480803101
08194-224053 9480803102
08194-222430 9480803120
08195-251010 9480803121
08193-263248 9480803122
08194-222333 9480803146
08194-223295 9480803130
08194-231844 9480803131
08191-275376 9480803135
08193-260199 9480803133
08199-230271 9480803134
08195-222688 9480803132
08198-229161 9480803136
1098
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KARNATAKA STATE POLICE
KSP MOBILE APP
App Available for Public in both
Android and iOS Platform

AIM OF THE
APPLICATION
‘SMART’ &

‘PEOPLE FRIENDLY’
POLICING
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ಕನ್ನಡದಲ್ಲಿ
ಲಭ್ಯ
ಕನ್ನಡಿಗರಿಗೆ ಅನ್ುಕೂಲವಗುಂತೆ ಈ
ಅಪ್ಲಿಕೆೇವನ್ ಎಲ್ಿ ಆಯ್ಕೆಗಳು
ಕನ್ನಡದಲ್ಲಿ ಲಭ್ಯವಿರುತ್ತದೆ.

ಬಳಕೆದರರು ಮುಖಪುಟದಂದಲ್ೆೇ ತ್ಮಮ
ಭಷೆಯನ್ುನ ಬದಲ್ಯಿಸಬಹುದು.
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SOS
Users can send SOS
message to their trusted
contacts.
Message will reach them
through SMS.
Trusted contacts can be
their Parents, Friends or
Relatives.
*This feature does not need Internet connectivity
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NEAREST &
JURISDICTION
POLICE
Finding nearest police station
STATION
is critical during any
emergency situation.
It is displayed right in front of
the user at home page
along with Jurisdiction
Police Station.
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REPORT
INCIDENT
Users can report any incident
to the Police Control
Room within seconds.
Control Room is Alerted
instantly.
Report contains GPS Location,
address, user details and optional
Image, Video, Audio, Document.
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Police Stations &
Emergency Contacts
All the police stations of the state
along with their details are listed in
one place.
Users can directly call, email or share
information about police station or
emergency contacts from the app.

Ex: Police, Fire, Ambulance, Women & Child
Helpline, Senior Citizens Helpline etc.
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FIR Search
Users can search the FIR
details by entering FIR
number and Police Station.
Users can also download the
copy of the FIR in PDF
format.
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MISSING
PERSONS
Users can see the Missing
persons details published
by the department.
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Stolen Vehicle
Search
This can be used to search if any vehicle is
reported stolen anywhere in India.
This is particularly useful when buying
second hand vehicles.
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Instant Police
Notifications
Any message which has to
be broadcasted to the
users can be easily sent
as instant notifications.
All Users of the district will be
notified instantly.
Ex: Can be used for announcements,
request to public, announcing any major
events in district etc.
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How public can get App?
1. The app is available on Google Play Store and Apple app store.
2. Users can find the app in Play Store and App Store by searching “Karnataka
State Police”
3. Both android users and iPhone users can install the app free of cost.
4. On first usage, user will be asked to enter his mobile number and select
default police unit where he belongs.
5. Their number will be automatically verified using OTP.
6. After this the user can start using all the features of the app.
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Narcotics drugs and
Psychotropic substances (NDPS)
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Narcotics
NARCOTICS
• Narcotic drugs are analgesics, they relieve pain by a

depressing action on the central nervous system. This
effects functions such as blood pressure, pulse rate, and

breathing rate.
• The regular use of a narcotic drug will invariably lead to

physical dependence.
• The most common source for these narcotic drugs is
opium, extracted from poppies.
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Opium

Cocaine

Opium Alk.
Opiates
Heroin

NARCOTICS

STIMULANTS

Amphetamine
Phenmetrazine

ANALGESICS

Me-penidate etc.

Acetorphine
Desomorphine
Etorphine
Ketobemidone

DRUGS

Pentazocine etc.
DEPRESSANTS
HALLUCINOGENS

(Hypnotics,
Sedatives

Tranquillizers)

LSD
Mescaline

CANNABIS &

Chloral hydrate (H)

Peyote

ITS PREP.

Barbiturates (S,H)

Phencylidine

Psilocybine

Benzodiazepines (S,H)

Methaqualone (T) etc.

Psilocine
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DRUG ADDICTION
• It is define as a state of periodic or chronic
intoxication, detrimental to the individual because it
leads to mental and physical degeneration. It is
harmful to society as it leads to moral degeneration
manifests itself in careless behavior. The addict
disregards conventions, customs and feelings of
others. It characterized by
– An overpowering desire (craving)
– Tendency to increase the dose.
– Psychological & physical dependence upon the effects of the
drugs.
– Heavy withdrawal symptoms when the drug is withdrawn.
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DRUG DEPENDENCE
• There can be two stages of drug dependence
i.e.
– Psychological dependence : it can be craving
for the repeated use of a drug to satisfy
emotional or personality needs. When the drug
is discontinued, pleasure or absence of
discomfort are involved, but no physical pain.
– Physical dependence : Dependence of the
body tissues on the continued presence of drugs
as revealed by heavy withdrawal symptoms.
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Effects of Psychotropic Substances
 Mood modifiers
 Psychotropic, Psychoactive or Psycho toxic subs. Bind to

specific receptor cells in the CNS
 Effects on brain thought process like Altered attention,
Memory or Judgment
 Changing in perception of time like Time may seem speed up
or slowed down
 Loss of control like Feeling of helplessness, inability to change
body position

 Alteration of emotions like Euphoria, out of bursts of tears, or
laughter
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ILL EFFECT OF DRUG ABUSED
MEDICAL :













Impaired health
Infection and infectious diseases
Addiction of drugs, Behavioral changes
Sluggishness, Slowness
Slurring of speech, Difficulty in Thinking
Poor memory, Faulty Judgment,Quarrelness
Postural abnormalities, Psychosis
Serious Depressions, Fatigue, Insomnia
Loss of Appetite
Increased Heart Rate
Increased Sys.Blood Pressure
Early Death
(Possible long term effect of taking drugs and depends on
drugs which is being abused)
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Social Dysfunctions : HOME :- Family Dysfunction, child abuse,
Separation, Divorce etc.
 JOB :-

Poor efficiency, Suspension, Loss of
productivity

 SCHOOL :- Drop outs, Failure etc.
 COMMUNITY :- Impaired driving, Theft, Assault
Murder, Domestic violence etc.
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Long-term Effects











Slow and shallow breathing
Flushing
Clammy skin
Decreased body temperature
Spasticity
Hypertension
Increased chance of hepatitis
Convulsions
Coma
Death
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The penalties for various offences under the NDPS Act are as follows:

Section
Opium - 18(c)
Cannabis – 20
Coca-16
19

Offences
Cultivation of opium, cannabis or coca
plants without license
Embezzlement of opium by licensed
farmer

Punishments & penalties
Rigorous imprisonment-up to 10
years + fine up to Rs.1 lakh

Rigorous imprisonment -10 to 20
years + fine Rs. 1 to 2 lakhs
(regardless of the quantity)
Prepared opium-17
Production, manufacture, possession,
Small quantity - Rigorous
Opium – 18
sale, purchase, transport, import inter- imprisonment up to 6 months or
Cannabis - 20 Manufactured state, export inter-state or use of narcotic fine up to Rs. 10,000 or both. More
drugs or their preparations-drugs and psychotropic substances
than small quantity but less than
21 Psychotropic substances
commercial quantity - Rigorous
-22
imprisonment. up to 10 years +
fine up to Rs. 1 Lakhs. Commercial
quantity - Rigorous imprisonment
10 to 20 years + fine Rs. 1 to 2
Lakhs
23
Import, export or transhipment of
Same as above
narcotic drugs and psychotropic
substances
24
External dealings in NDPS-i.e. engaging in Rigorous imprisonment 10 to 20
or controlling trade whereby drugs are years + fine of Rs. 1 to 2 lakhs
obtained from outside India and supplied (Regardless of the quantity)
68
to a person outside India

Section
25

Offences

Knowingly allowing one's premises to be
used for committing an offence
25A
Violations pertaining to controlled
substances (precursors)
27A
Financing traffic and harbouring
offenders
Attempts-28 Abetment and Attempts, abetment and criminal
criminal conspiracy – 29
conspiracy
30
Preparation to commit an offence
31 Death - 31A

27 Immunity - 64A
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Punishments & penalties
Same as for the offence
Rigorous imprisonment up to 10
years + fine Rs. 1 to 2 lakhs
Rigorous imprisonment 10 to 20
years + fine Rs. 1 to 2 lakhs
Same as for the offence

Half the punishment for the
offence
Repeat offence
One and half times the punishment
for the offence. Death penalty in
some cases.
Consumption of drugs
Cocaine, morphine, heroin Rigorous imprisonment up to 1
year or fine up to Rs. 20,000 or
both. Other drugs- Imprisonment
up to 6 months or fine up to Rs.
10,000 or both. Addicts
volunteering for treatment enjoy
immunity from prosecution
Punishment for violations not elsewhere Imprisonment up to six months or
69
specified
fine or both

THANK YOU
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